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Refrigerant Hoses

CLS Series
KOBRA® Secure Seal Hose
800 psi working; 4000 psi burst 
UL R410A approved Secure Seal, specially designed to lock refrigerant 
inside the hose without the need for a ball valve attachment
Fully field repairable with 33112RK/33115RK Rebuild Kits 
Stainless steel thrust washer ensures free rotation under high pressure 
Three point contact on depressorThree point contact on depressor

CLS SERIES

CLS SERIES KOBRA® 1/4" X 1/4" SECURE SEAL HOSE (PSI 800/4000)
LENGTH BLUE YELLOW RED B/Y/R

3 PACK
B/Y/R 
BLACK 
(3/8")
4 PACK

36" (91cm) CLS-36B CLS-36Y CLS-36R CCLS-36 CCLS4-36
48" (122cm) CLS-48B CLS-48Y CLS-48R CCLS-48 CCLS4-48
60" (152cm) CLS-60B CLS-60Y CLS-60R CCLS-60 CCLS4-60
72" (182cm) CLS-72B CLS-72Y CLS-72R CCLS-72 CCLS4-72
10' (3m) CLS-120B CLS-120Y CLS-120R
25' (7.6m) CLS-300B CLS-300Y CLS-300R
50' (15.2m) CLS-600B CLS-600Y CLS-600R
75' (22.8m) CLS-900B CLS-900Y CLS-900R
100' (30.5m) CLS-1200B CLS-1200Y CLS-1200R
CLS5 SERIES KOBRA® 1/4" X 1/4"  SECURE SEAL HOSE* (PSI 800/4000)
36" (91cm) CLS5-36B CLS5-36Y CLS5-36R CCLS5-36
48" (122cm) CLS5-48B CLS5-48Y CLS5-48R CCLS5-48
60" (152cm) CLS5-60B CLS5-60Y CLS5-60R CCLS5-60
72" (182cm) CLS5-72B CLS5-72Y CLS5-72R CCLS5-72

*B/Y/R 3 pack for CLS5 Series includes 5/16" blue and red hose with 1/4" yellow hose.

1.  Hold the cup in one hand so that the 
slotted face of the cup is exposed. 
Pinch the cup seal o-ring and insert it 
into the large groove to seat it correctly 
as shown.

2.  Install the barb seal o-ring in the 
groove located between the hex  
feature and the back portion of thread. 
Gently stretch and pull it over the 
threads of the barb fitting. Ensure the 
seal is not torn or damaged.

3.  Insert bushing/seal into the thread side 
of the cup. Brass bushing side goes in 
first with seal facing up as shown.

4.  Insert depressor with three blade  
feature into the cup assembly. The 
depressor fits into the bushing/seal 
installed in the previous step. The 
depressor must sit flat and true to the 
seal surface.

5.  Place spring into cup assembly  
over the boss on the back side of  
the depressor. 

6.  Screw cup assembly, with spring in 
an upward position, onto hose barb 
fitting. Hand tighten the cup to the 
barb ensuring cup seats over the barb 
gasket (o-ring) and does not damage 
the o-ring.

7.  Tighten the cup and hose barb using a 
9/16" open end wrench and 1/16" steel 
blade. Do not over tighten— 
only 25 to 30 in/lbs is required.

8.  Insert barb/cup assembly into the 
coupler. Seat the thrust washer flat 
onto the hose barb and inside the 
coupler. Install the internal snap ring 
and seat it into the groove of  
the coupler.

For additional information on assembly 
or disassembly, refer to 33112RK or 
33115RK Rebuild Kit Instructions online 
at JBIND.COM.
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CLS Series Repair Instructions
For use with 33112RK/33115RK Rebuild Kits




